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2500672FREE SHAPE STONE
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  384 gr

 DWRW/P : 

403

108 168 618

K-STRETCH PLUS
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CONCEPT>
The comfortable and very durable Stone Jacket is 
our most innovative jacket, suitable for climbing 
or hiking even the most difficult routes. It is 
cool, comfortable and stretchy, with Cordura® 
threads woven into the structure of the fabric to 
provide maximum tear resistance and freedom of 
movement. 

FABRICS>
Produced with the very innovative K-Stretch 
Plus, a mid-weight, DWR-treated fabric that is 
both water and dirt-repellent. It stretches, with a 
smooth and structured look where the Cordura® 
thread is, and it is cool, light and durable, for total 
freedom of movement. All the zippers on this 
garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple shaped hood with a trimmed edge is 
designed to be worn under a helmet. 
Front zipper with an internal flap forming a 
garage.
Two zippered pockets with zip garage.
Sleeve edge with elastic band.
Bottom edge with adjustable drawstring.
The  Cordura® strips are placed on the shoulders 
and upper sleeves, on the lower part of the back, 
on the front, the side and on the upper part of the 
collar, where the wear is highest.
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2500668 FREE SHAPE STONE
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 56

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  280 gr

 DWRW/P : 

366

108

168 618

K-STRETCH PLUS

9
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CONCEPT>
The comfortable and very durable Stone Pant is 
our most innovative pant, suitable for climbing 
or hiking even the most difficult routes. They are 
cool, comfortable and stretchy, with Cordura® 
threads woven into the structure of the fabric to 
privde maximum tear resistance and freedom of 
movement.  

FABRICS>
Produced with the very innovative K-Stretch Plus, 
a lightweight, DWR-treated fabric that is both 
water and dirt-repellent. They stretch, with a 
smooth and structured look where the Cordura® 
thread is and are cool and light, for total freedom 
of movement. All the zippers on this garment are 
YKK®.

FEATURES>
Internal hook closure on fly to leave no place for 
entanglement outside.
Two easily opened zippered pockets on the front.
A back pocket closed by a zipper.
The Cordura® strips are placed on the buttocks, 
knees and leg hem, where the wear is highest.
Adjustable elastic draw cord at the waist.
Adjustable elastic draw cord at the ankles.
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2500670FREE SHAPE PIZ-BOE’ 
SHIRT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  159 gr

 DWR-WICKINGW/P : 

366

618 168

K-STRETCH PLUS 
K-SENSE PLUS
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CONCEPT>
This very innovative shirt is comfortable and 
durable on the front and shoulders, very cool 
and breathable in the back and sleeves. It is 
suitable for long hikes or casual wear, thanks to 
its technical, cool and colorful look.

FABRICS>
Produced with the very innovative K-Sense Plus, a 
lightweight fabric treated to promote wicking, and 
with the K-Stretch Plus fabric, which is both water 
and dirt-repellent thanks to the DWR treatment. 
It is stretchy and durable, with a smooth and 
structured look where the Cordura® thread 
is. Cool and light where the square is, for total 
freedom of movement. The garment has YKK® 
zippers.

FEATURES>
Front closure with snap fasteners.
Front pocket with minimalist zipper.
The Cordura® strips are placed on the shoulders 
and on the upper front, where the wear is highest.
Printed back.
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2500675 FREE SHAPE STONE
SHORT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  223 gr

 DWRW/P : 

108

168

K-STRETCH PLUS

11
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CONCEPT>
Our comfortable and very durable Free Shape 
Stone Short is our most innovative short, suitable 
for the most difficult situations. Cool, comfortable 
and stretchy, with Cordura® reinforcements to 
confer maximum tear resistance and freedom of 
movement. Suitable for hiking or for adventure 
biking in combination with the liner short with 
seat pad and with the possibility of inserting 
protection.

FABRICS>
Produced with the very innovative K-Stretch Plus, 
a lightweight, DWR-treated fabric that is both 
water and dirt-repellent. They stretch, with a 
smooth and structured look where the Cordura® 
is and are cool and light, for total freedom of 
movement. All the zippers on this garment are 
YKK®.

FEATURES>
Open belt with quickly operated zipper and an 
internal hook to avoid points of entanglement 
outside.
Two open front pockets.
One front pocket with small zipper and an internal 
mesh.
Side zippers with internal bellows structure 
housing the protections.
Adjustable elastic band at the waist.
Reflective inserts.
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2500673 FREE SHAPE STONE W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  352 gr

 DWRW/P : 

403

108 168 618

K-STRETCH PLUS

13
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CONCEPT>
The comfortable and very durable Stone W Jacket 
is our most innovative women’s jacket, suitable 
for climbing or hiking even the most difficult 
routes. It is cool, comfortable and stretchy, with 
Cordura® threads woven into the structure of the 
fabric to provide maximum tear resistance and 
freedom of movement. 

FABRICS>
Produced with the very innovative K-Stretch Plus, 
a mid-weight, DWR-treated fabric that is both 
water- and dirt-repellent. It stretches, with a 
smooth and structured look where the Cordura® 
thread is and it is cool, light and durable, for total 
freedom of movement. All the zippers on this 
garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple shaped hood, with a trimmed edge, is 
designed to be worn under a helmet. 
Front zipper with an internal flap forming a 
garage.
Two zippered pockets with zip garage.
Sleeve edge with elastic band.
Bottom edge with adjustable drawstring.
The Cordura® strips are placed on the shoulders 
and upper sleeves, on the lower part of the back, 
on the front, the side and on the upper part of the 
collar, where the wear is highest.
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2500671FREE SHAPE PIZ-BOE’ W 
SHIRT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  81 gr

 DWR-WICKINGW/P : 

403

168

K-SENSE PLUS
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CONCEPT>
This is a very innovative shirt with a decidedly 
feminine cut, comfortable, cool and highly 
breathable. It is suitable for long hikes or casual 
wear, thanks to its technical, cool and colorful 
look.

FABRICS>
The shirt is made of K-Sense Plus, a very 
innovative, wicking-treated fabric.

FEATURES>
Polo shirt opening.
Side slits at the hem.
Banded sleeves.
Printed back and sleeves. 
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2500669 FREE SHAPE STONE W
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  235 gr

 DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH PLUS
366

108

168 618

15
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CONCEPT>
The comfortable and very durable Stone Pant is 
our most innovative pant, suitable for climbing 
or hiking even the most difficult routes. Cool, 
comfortable and stretchy, with structured 
Cordura® inserts to provide maximum tear 
resistance and freedom of movement.

FABRICS>
Produced with the very innovative K-Stretch Plus, 
a lightweight, DWR-treated fabric that is both 
water and dirt-repellent. They stretch, with a 
smooth and structured look where the Cordura® 
parts are and are cool and light, for total freedom 
of movement. This garment has two YKK® 
zippers.

FEATURES>
Internal hook on fly to avoid points of entanglement 
outside.
Two front pockets with minimalist zipper.
The Cordura® strips are placed on the buttocks, 
knees and leg hem, where the wear is higher.
Adjustable elastic draw cord at the waist.
Adjustable elastic draw cord at the ankles.
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JACKETS
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2500509STORM
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  424 gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

299

230 168 349

K-DRY
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CONCEPT>
Technical three-layer Hard Shell jacket for 
mountaineering and climbing. Waterproof, highly 
compactible, extremely breathable and stretchy. 
The hooded Storm is the garment you always 
need to have with you.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane ensures a 20,000mm water 
column with breathability of 10,000g/m2/24 hours. 
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The double layer at the 
bottom keeps out rain that could enter from the 
pants. The 15 mm tape inside allows for improved 
breathability and a better appearance outside, 
with reinforcement in key points. All the zippers 
are YKK®. It has a technical fit, characterized by 
clean lines, and a carefully designed pattern to 
minimize the seams and taping.

FEATURES>
The hood is worn over the helmet, with a draw 
cord in the back for adjustment. Rigid visor with 
lining inside the hood.
Waterproof front zipper and pockets for greater 
protection.
Waterproof flap behind zip with fabric to protect 
chin.
Pockets with waterproof zip, with trim and garage 
in Kortec.
Double layer at bottom of jacket with adjustable 
draw cord.
Adjustable Velcro closure at wrist.
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2500510 STORM
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  329 gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

168

299

K-DRY

19
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CONCEPT>
Technical three-layer HardShell pant for 
mountaineering. Waterproof, highly compactible, 
extremely breathable and stretchy. The Storm 
pant is the garment you always need to have 
with you. You can put it on and take it off without 
taking off your boots.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane ensures a 20,000mm water 
column with breathability of 10,000g/m2/24 
hours. The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt 
from the surface of the fabric. The 15 mm tape 
inside allows for improved breathability and a 
better appearance outside, with reinforcement 
in key points. All the zippers are YKK®. It has a 
technical fit, characterized by clean lines, and a 
carefully designed pattern to minimize the seams 
and taping for greater freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband adjustable in back.
Full side zip with double sliders for increased 
breathability.
Front pocket with zip.
Bias-cut fabric on knee and seat for greater 
stretch.
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2500644VETTA EVO
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  280 gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

314

002 399

K-DRY
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CONCEPT>
2.5-layer HardShell jacket. The Vetta Evo jacket is 
completely seam sealed, waterproof, compacti-
ble and breathable. It has an adjustable hood and 
stretch inserts to facilitate movement.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane guarantees a 20,000mm 
water column with  breathability measured at 
18,000g/m2/24 hours. The DWR finish helps 
repel water and dirt from the fabric surface. The 
internal 15mm tape promotes better transpiration 
and better outward look. All the zippers on 
this garment are YKK®. It has a technical fit 
characterised by spare lines, carefully designed 
to reduce cuts on the garment to a minimum 
and reduce the taping. The stretch inserts on 
shoulders and hem increase the freedom of 
movement. 

FEATURES>
The hood is to be worn over the helmet and is 
adjusted by means of a drawstring at the back.
The visor is stiff.
The front zippers are waterproof for increased 
protection.
Waterproof flap under the zipper, with fabric chin 
protection.
Pockets closed by a waterproof zipper.
Adjustable drawstring at the hem.
Sleeve edge adjustment toggle.
Protected air vent at the back.
Stuff sack.
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2500646 CIMA
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  272 gr

10.000 - DWRW/P : 

299

314 168

K-DRY

21
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CONCEPT>
2.5-layer HardShell jacket. The Cima jacket 
is completely seam sealed, waterproof, 
compactible and breathable. It has a hood and 
adjustable elastic drawstrings.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane guarantees a 10,000mm 
water column with breathability measured at 
10,000g/m2/24 hours. The DWR finish helps repel 
water and dirt from the fabric surface. 15mm 
internal tape. All the garment’s zippers are YKK®. 
Elastic trim at the bottom and on sleeve ends.

FEATURES>
The hood is to be worn under the helmet and is 
adjusted by means of elastic stitching.
The visor is stiff.
The front zippers are waterproof for increased 
protection.
Waterproof flap under the zipper, with fabric chin 
protection.
Pockets closed by a waterproof zipper.
Elastic border at the hem.
Sleeves with elastic border.
Stuff sack.
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2500507ROCCA
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  245 gr

DWRSTRATEGIC  W/P : 

299

314 168 483

K-SHELL  THERMO FLEECE

            SILVER ACTIVE
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CONCEPT>
The Rocca is made from waffle-texture fabric 
with 40g PrimaLoft® Silver Active insulation. 
Stretchy and highly breathable, this jacket is 
ideal for any outing in windy or cold conditions. 
Highly compactible, so you can take it with you 
everywhere. 

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The K-Shell fabric 
with a waffle design ensures great stretch and 
compactibility. The entire jacket is insulated with 
40g PrimaLoft® Silver Active. Insert under sleeve 
for increased freedom of movement. All the 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple hood with a shaped visor and trim 
around the edge is designed to be worn under the 
helmet.
Minimalist front zip with the flap behind forming 
the garage. 
Two pockets with minimalist zip and garage.
Elastic trim on end of sleeve.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
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2500457 LASTEI LIGHT
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  264 gr

1.000 - DWRSTRATEGIC  W/P  

199

314 168

K-SHELL

            SILVER ACTIVE

23
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CONCEPT>
A windproof and water-repellent SoftShell jacket, 
the Lastei Light is made with warm PrimaLoft® 
Silver Active insulation in front and back for 
warmth and light weight. Highly breathable and 
compactible, it is ideal for any activity in cold and 
windy conditions.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. Front and back in 40g 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active secured with lines of 
stitching. Sides in stretch fabric with K-Shell 
inserts for greater comfort and breathability. All 
the zippers are YKK®. The cut under the arms is 
designed to allow you to raise your arms without 
pulling up the bottom of the jacket.

FEATURES>
The hood is worn under the helmet and the stretch 
stitching makes it self-adjusting.
Vislon® zipper for quicker opening.
The flap behind the zipper forms the garage.
Two pockets plus a small chest pocket with zip 
and garage with minimalist look.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
Elastic trim on bottom of sleeve.
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2500439WALL PRO
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  321 gr

1.000 - DWRSTRATEGIC W/P : 

314

299 168 349

 K-SHELL THERMO FLEECE
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CONCEPT>
The Wall is a windproof, water-repellent 
SoftShell jacket with a thermal lining. Warm and 
lightweight, it is ideal for use in varied conditions.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The hood, the sleeves 
and the shoulders feature K-Shell fabric with a 
waffle design with a 1,000mm water column. The 
sides are in stretchy K-Shell for greater comfort 
and breathability. Mesh inserts in the lining 
further increase breathability. All the zippers are 
YKK®.

FEATURES>
The hood is worn over the helmet and the stretch 
stitching makes it self-adjusting.
Vislon® zipper for quicker opening.
The flap behind the zipper forms the garage.
Two pockets with zip and garage with minimalist 
look.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
Elastic trim on bottom of sleeve.
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2500773 SELLA
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  370 gr

DWRW/P  

299

168

K-SHELL          K-STRETCH

            SILVER ACTIVE

25
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CONCEPT>
The Sella Jacket was designed for cycling and 
general outdoor use. Perfect for cooler days 
in the summer, the jacket stows easily in your 
backpack.

FABRICS>
Jacket made with wind-resistant, water-
repellent and slightly stretchy K-Shell on the 
shoulders, with the outer surface embossed 
with high abrasion resistance. Front quilted with 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active 40g. Stretch panels on 
the sides, underside of sleeves and at the center 
of the back for greater breathability and comfort.

FEATURES>
YKK® Vislon® zipper in front for quick opening. 
Front wind flap with zip garage. 
Two front pockets with YKK® zippers. Large back 
pocket with YKK® zipper. 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active 40g insulation in front. 
Stretch cuffs on sleeves. 
Draw cord and stretch trim at bottom of garment. 
Reflective detailing on back and on front pockets. 
Printed logo on sleeve and back.
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2500642DEFENCE EVO
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  432 gr

DWRW/P : 

002

068

K-STRETCH
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CONCEPT>
Windproof, with detachable sleeves that do not 
hinder movement. This garment can be used 
as a jacket or a vest, while climbing or simply 
hiking uphill or downhill, in spring and also in 
summer, in the mountains, every time dynamic 
and comfortable protection is required.

FABRICS>
Elastic and breathable K-Shell jacket reinforced 
with Cordura® at the elbows, with detachable 
sleeves. It offers good temperature regulation 
also in very cold weather. The two-way-stretch 
fabric inserts under the sleeves and back enhance 
the wearer’s freedom of movement. No-slip 
silicone print on the shoulders. All the zippers on 
this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Vislon® zipper on the front for quicker opening.
Windproof front flap.
Chest pocket closed with a minimalist zipper.
Two front pockets closed with minimalist zippers. 
Adjustable drawstring at the bottom.
Sleeve zippers in a different color to make 
reassembly easier.
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2500520

2500759

LASTEI LIGHT
VEST

PARETE
VEST

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR

FIT_REGULAR

SIZE_S - 3XL

SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  188 gr

WEIGHT_  240 gr

DWR - 1.000

DWR

W/P  

W/P  

299

299

168

168002

K-SHELL    

K-SHELL

            SILVER ACTIVE

27
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CONCEPT>
Windproof and water-repellent SoftShell. The 
Lastei Light Vest is made with warm, lightweight 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active insulation in front and 
back. Highly breathable and compactible, it is 
ideal for any activity in cold and windy conditions.

CONCEPT>
The multifunctional Parete Vest is perfect for 
any summer outdoor activity; its technical 
characteristics also allow it to be used for aerobic 
activity in the winter.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. Front and back in 40g 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active secured with lines of 
stitching. Sides in stretch fabric with K-Shell 
inserts for greater comfort and breathability. All 
the zippers are YKK®.

FABRICS>
Vest in wind-resistant, water-repellent and 
slightly stretchy K-Shell. Embossed outer surface 
with high abrasion resistance.

FEATURES>
Shaped collar for increased comfort.
Vislon® zip for faster opening.
The flap behind the zip forms the garage.
Two pockets with minimalist zip and garage.
Elastic trim at bottom of vest.

FEATURES>
Shaped collar for increased comfort. 
YKK® Vislon® zipper for rapid opening. 
Wind flap. 
Two front zippered pockets. 
Draw cord and elastic trim at bottom of garment. 
Four-needle stitching for increased comfort. 
Karpos wordmark printed on back.
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2500758LOT RAIN
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  184 gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

K-DRY

314

299
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest and most compactible completely 
waterproof jacket. Take the Lot Rain Jacket along 
on every mountain excursion, whether you are 
climbing, hiking or ski mountaineering in the 
winter. It will keep you completely dry and help 
you maintain a constant body temperature when 
it starts to rain or snow or turns cold. This jacket 
was developed and tested by mountaineer Ueli 
Steck on his most challenging climbs.

FABRICS>
Extremely lightweight 2.5-layer 100% nylon fabric, 
50g per square meter, with a 20,000mm water 
column and 20,000g/m2/24h breathability. The 
DWR treatment helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the jacket. Made with waterproof 
YKK® zippers. The tape used for sealing the 
seams is 15mm for improved breathability and 
lighter weight.

FEATURES>
Hood with rigid visor and wind seal around face, 
adjustable with a draw cord in back. 
Waterproof YKK® zipper in front with 3mm chain 
for lighter weight. 
Waterproof zipper flap with zip garage. 
Chest pocket with waterproof YKK® zipper that 
can be used as a stuff sack for the jacket.
Chest strap with botton to limit opening when the 
zipper is open. Adjustable draw cord at bottom. 
Shaped no-sew cuffs for greater protection. 
Karpos wordmark on back of left shoulder and 
logo on right sleeve.
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2500823 LOT RAIN
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  209 gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

168
K-DRY

29
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest and most compactible completely 
waterproof pant. The Lot Rain Pant is ideal 
for any mountain excursion, whether you are 
climbing, hiking or ski mountaineering in the 
winter. It will keep you completely dry and help 
you maintain a constant body temperature when 
it starts to rain or snow or turns cold. This pant 
was developed and tested by mountaineer Ueli 
Steck on his most challenging climbs.

FABRICS>
Stretchy K-Dry fabric with a membrane, with a 
20,000mm water column and 20,000g/m2/24h 
breathability. The DWR treatment helps repel 
water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. The 
seam-sealing tape inside is 15mm for improved 
breathability and lighter weight. Uses YKK® 
zippers.

FEATURES>
Waterproof YKK® side zippers to knee. 
Elastic waistband with draw cord on inside. 
Stretch panel on upper back for greater 
breathability and improved fit. 
Inside pocket at back to be used as a stuff sack. 
Elastic at bottom of legs.
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2500521LOT 
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  124 gr

1.000  - DWRW/P : 

299

194

K-SHELL
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest-weight jacket. In very little 
space you have real emergency protection 
from the elements when you are engaged 
in mountaineering activities where speed 
and lightness are necessary. The Lot Jacket 
disappears when it is inside its small stuff sack. 
When you put it on, it protects you from wind and 
rain.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The K-Shell fabric with a 
waffle design offers increased stretch, eliminates 
the unpleasant feeling of fabric sticking to the 
skin, and also allows for greater compactibility. 
Insert under the arms for increased freedom 
of movement and greater breathability. All the 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple under-helmet hood has a shaped visor 
and trim around the edge.
Minimalist front zip.
Front storm flap with integrated garage.
Chest pocket with zip.
Side pocket with invisible zip and stuff sack for the 
jacket.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
All the inner seams are double stitched for 
increased tear resistance.
Reflective detailing.
Stuff sack with zip and loop for attaching to 
harness.
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2500561 LOT
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  105 gr

1.000  - DWRW/P : 

168K-SHELL

31
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest-weight pant. In very little space 
you have real emergency protection from 
the elements when you are engaged in 
mountaineering activities where speed and 
agility are necessary. The Lot Pant disappears 
when it is inside its small stuff sack. When you 
put it on, it protects you from wind and rain. You 
can put it on and take it off without removing your 
skis.

FABRICS>
The DWR  finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the garment. The K-Shell fabric 
with an embossed effect allows for greater 
stretch, eliminates the unpleasant sensation 
of fabric sticking to your skin and increases 
compactibility. Two full side zips allow you to take 
of the pant without removing your skis. All the zips 
are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Minimalist full zip on sides.
Velcro closures with snaps at waist allow side zips 
to be opened for increased breathability.
Perforated elastic at waist.
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TOPS

33
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2500763CUNTURINES
FLEECE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  507 gr

403

366 517

THERMO FLEECE
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CONCEPT>
Excellent second layer for aerobic activity, thanks 
to the combination of technical fabrics. Perfect 
for use in the summer in place of a jacket.

FABRICS>
Fleece made with Thermo Fleece fabric, 
reinforced on the outside with ceramic printing 
and on the inside by a checked structure that 
increases breathability. The sides and underside 
of sleeves are made of highly breathable Thermo 
Fleece.

FEATURES>
Fleece with full-length YKK® zipper with zip 
garage. 
Two zippered front pockets with zip garage. 
Zippered chest pocket with YKK® zipper. 
Elastic trim on hood.
Elastic trim on cuffs and bottom of garment. 
Four-needle stitching. 
Karpos wordmark on back.
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2500761 PIZZOCCO
FLEECE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  409 gr

349

168 012 314

THERMO FLEECE

35
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CONCEPT>
Thermal second layer ideal for moderately cold 
situations, for use on summer excursions.

FABRICS>
Fleece made with Thermo Fleece fabric, which has 
a checked structure on the inside that increases 
insulation and makes the garment lighter weight. 
Open-weave fabric on the sides, underside of 
sleeves and center back to increase breathability.

FEATURES>
Full-zip fleece with YKK® zipper.
Two front zippered pockets.
Zippered chest pocket.
Zip garage.
Elastic trim at bottom of garment and ends of 
sleeves.
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2500589VERENA
FLEECE

299

314 168

THERMO FLEECE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  325 gr
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CONCEPT>
Ideal for cold conditions. A very durable second 
layer with a ceramic print that provides abrasion 
resistance. Ideal for any activity, the Verena 
is highly breathable and stretchy and offers 
excellent warmth.

FABRICS>
Thermo Fleece, reinforced on the outside 
with a ceramic print and on the inside with 
checkered structure to increase breathability and 
compactibility. All the zips are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Two-color 25 cm front Vislon® zip
Elastic trim at wrist
Elastic trim at bottom of garment
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2500525 ROCCIA LS
JERSEY

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  236 gr

299

168 349

K-HARDTEC

37
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CONCEPT>
Very durable and cool, the long-sleeved Roccia 
jersey allows you to deal with varying weather 
conditions. It is highly wear resistant even in 
situations of extreme abrasion.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec, with a marled design on the 
outside and solid inside, and a special treatment 
for a cool feeling next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Thermowelded chest pocket with minimalist zip.
Minimalist front zip with garage.
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2500526ROCCIA ZIP
JERSEY

194

068 349 299

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  179 gr

K-HARDTEC      
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CONCEPT>
Very durable and cool, the Roccia jersey allows 
you to deal with varying weather conditions. It 
is highly wear resistant even in situations of 
extreme abrasion.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec, with a marled design on the 
outside and solid inside, and a special treatment 
for a cool feeling next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Minimalist front zip with garage.
Raglan sleeves for greater comfort.
Collar with hidden seams to eliminate irritation.
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2500765 SORAPISS
POLO

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  178 gr

168

299 314

K-HARDTEC    

39
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CONCEPT>
Cool and durable polo, ideal not only for technical 
use but also casual wear, thanks to its clean 
styling.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec with a marled finish on the 
outside and solid color inside. Special treatment 
for a cool effect next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Four-button placket. 
Decorative zigzag stitching on placket and 
armholes. 
Split side seams at bottom. 
Karpos wordmark on back and sleeve.
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2500649MOVED
JERSEY

114

403

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  114 gr
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CONCEPT>
Cool and dry, the Moved jersey makes it possible 
to withstand very high temperatures.

FABRICS>
Produced in Polartec® Delta® with two-color 
mesh design, this fabric keeps body temperature 
stable also in very hot conditions. Front part in 
K-Sense with ripstop effect. 

FEATURES>
Four-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
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2500767 FUTURA
JERSEY

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  159 gr

517

230 314 403

K-HARDTEC   

41
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CONCEPT>
Cool and extremely durable, the Futura jersey 
allows you to deal with intensely hot conditions 
and is abrasion resistant.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec with a marled finish on the 
outside and solid color inside. Special treatment 
for a cool effect next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Four-needle stitching.
Spectacular Trad Climbing print on back.
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2500651PROFILI LITE
JERSEY

349

403 365 168

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  133 gr

K-SENSE

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS
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CONCEPT>
Light and breathable, the Profili Lite jersey is 
ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the wearer dry 
and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense with a shot appearance. Two-
way-stretch fabric with wicking treatment for 
increased comfort. 

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
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2500653 PROFILI LITE
TANK

314

168 399

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  104 gr

K-SENSE

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS

45
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CONCEPT>
Light and breathable, the sleeveless Profili Lite 
Tank is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the 
wearer dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense with a shot appearance. Two-
way-stretch fabric with wicking treatment for 
better comfort. 

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
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2500530PROFILI 
JERSEY

366

618 299 517

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  130 gr

K-SENSE

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Profili jersey 
allows you to deal with intense heat, keeping you 
dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Sense with a shot effect. Double-
needle contrast stitching and two-way stretch for 
increased comfort.

FEATURES>
Two-way stretch for increased comfort.
Collar with hidden seams to eliminate irritation.
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2500768 HILL EVO
JERSEY

094

403 517

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  149 gr

K-HARDTEC

47
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Hill Evo jersey allows 
you to deal with intense heat and offers maximum 
freedom of movement.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec with a marled finish on the 
outside and solid color inside. Special treatment 
for a cool effect next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Raglan sleeves for greater comfort.
Taped collar to prevent irritation.
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2500659LOMA PLUS 
JERSEY

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  115 gr

K-SENSE

230

366 855 168 314
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CONCEPT>
Light and breathable, the Loma Plus jersey is 
ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the wearer dry 
and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with elastic stitching for 
enhanced freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Print on the sleeves.
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2500531 LOMA
JERSEY

187

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  93 gr

K-SENSE

094

311

299 168 365

49
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Loma jersey 
allows you to deal with intense heat, keeping you 
dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Sense, the jersey is sewn with stretch 
stitching for greater freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Collar with hidden seams to eliminate irritation.
Print on chest.
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PANTS

51
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2500230WALL 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  396 gr

349

168

K-STRETCH  
KORTEC  DYNEEMA®

DWRW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Our warmest and most durable summer pant. 
The Wall is made with windproof and water-
repellent stretch fabric and allows you to move 
quickly and confidently on various types of 
terrain.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabric with DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface of 
the fabric. Kortec reinforcements on knee and at 
bottom for greater wear resistance. The crotch 
design allows for great freedom of movement. All 
the zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with logo elastic on the inside, 
adjustable with a stretch  draw cord.
Pockets with Vislon® zip and garage ensure fast 
opening.
Invisible zip to open front flap.
Vislon® zip at bottom with internal gusset.
Elastic gripper at bottom of pant.
Reflective detailing.
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2500662 WALL EVO
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  420 gr

002

168 399

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

53
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CONCEPT>
Our most durable summer pant. The Wall Evo 
is made of water and windproof stretch fabric 
that is warm and strong and makes you feel 
comfortable and safe on different types of terrain. 

FABRICS>
Made of K-Stretch fabric with a DWR-finish that 
helps repel water and dirt from the fabric surface. 
With Cordura® reinforcements on the knees for 
increased durability. The design of the crotch 
cut makes for full freedom of movement. All the 
zippers on this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Waistband with fly and internal logo elastic, 
adjusted by means of a drawstring. 
Front pockets with zipper.
One back pocket closed by a minimalist zipper.
Reflective inserts.
Zipper at the ankle, with internal insert.
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2500511ROCK FLY
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  276 gr

349

299 002

K-STRETCH  

DWR - WICKINGW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Our best-selling pant, the Rock, inspired this 
lighter-weight version, the Rock Fly. Featuring a 
mountaineering design and developed with three 
types of fabrics, it offers high breathability, rapid 
drying and significant stretch, allowing you to 
confidently deal with a wide range of situations.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch with DWR treatment to help 
repel water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. 
Upper front and lower back made with double-
structure one-way-stretch fabric that is extremely 
cool and breathable. Side and upper back made 
with lightweight double-structure two-way-
stretch fabric that is highly breathable. In front, 
durable two-way stretch fabric with ripstop weave 
from the knee down. The crotch insert allows for 
great freedom of movement. All the zippers are 
YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with logo elastic on the inside, 
adjustable with a stretch draw cord.
Pockets with minimalist bonded zip with garage 
for decreased weight.
Two back pockets with zip.
Minimalist zip at bottom of leg with internal insert.
Reflective detailing.
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2500663 ROCK MULTIFORM  ZIP OFF 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  375 gr

002

314 349

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

55
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CONCEPT>
Based on our best-selling Rock pant, we 
designed a climbing pant made with two types 
of fabric, the Rock Multiform Zip Off, which you 
can rely on with confidence in the most diverse 
situations. Thanks to the zippers, you can convert 
the pant into a Bermuda short without having to 
take it off.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Stretch fabric with a DWR finish that 
helps repel water and dirt from the surface. 
The fabric is doubled at the bottom to increase 
wear-resistance. The top and bottom front of the 
garment use one-way-stretch fabric. The knees 
and the back of the garment are in two-way-
stretch fabric. The design of the crotch cut makes 
for full freedom of movement. All the zippers on 
this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Waistband with fly and internal logo elastic, 
adjusted by means of a drawstring.
Pockets with Vislon® zippers for fast opening.
Invisible zipper on the front fly.
Back pocket closed by an invisible zipper.
No-slip elastic band at the bottom of the pant leg.
Reflective inserts.
Conversion zippers in a different color to make 
reassembly easier.
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2500231ROCK
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  325 gr

068

002102 168

DWR W/P : 

K-STRETCH  - KORTEC
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2500533 ROCK S
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  321 gr
168

314299 517

DWR W/P : 

K-STRETCH  - KORTEC

57
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CONCEPT>
The Rock is a pant with a mountaineering design, 
offered in a broad range of colors. Made with two 
types of fabric, it allows you to reliably handle a 
wide range of situations.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabric with DWR treatment to 
help repel water and dirt from the surface of the 
fabric. Kortec reinforcements at the bottom for 
greater wear resistance. Upper front and lower 
back in one-way stretch fabric. Two-way stretch 
fabric on knee and back. The crotch design allows 
for great freedom of movement. All the zippers 
are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with logo elastic on the inside, 
adjustable with a stretch draw cord on the outside.
Pockets with Vislon® zip with garage for faster 
opening.
Invisible zip to open front flap.
Elastic gripper at bottom of pant.
Reflective detailing.
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2500444ROCK 
BERMUDA

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  198 gr

855

002 168 299 314

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
The technical Rock Bermuda is lightweight and 
breathable. Made with two types of fabric, it gives 
you extreme freedom of movement to handle any 
situation.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabric with DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface of 
the fabric. Upper front in one-way stretch fabric. 
Two-way stretch fabric on back. The crotch design 
allows for great freedom of movement. All the 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with logo elastic on the inside, 
adjustable with a stretch draw cord on the outside.
Pockets with Vislon® zip with garage for faster 
opening.
Invisible zip to open front flap.
Back pocket with invisible zip.
Reflective detailing.
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2500664 FANTASIA EVO
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  278 gr

002

715 168

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

366

59
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CONCEPT>
This lightweight and stretchy pant designed 
for climbers is also suitable for long hikes. 
The Fantasia Evo is made of soft and cool 
stretch fabric to provide maximum freedom of 
movement, abrasion resistance, coolness and 
quick drying. This pant will allow you to take 
the most difficult routes with ease and without 
overheating.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Stretch fabric with a DWR finished 
that helps repel water and dirt from the surface. 
Single-fabric garment. The design of the crotch 
insert allows for full freedom of movement. All 
the zippers on this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Front zipper fly, logo elastic at the waist.
Minimalist zipper with garage on the pockets, for 
decreased weight.
Belt loops.
Back zippered pocket.
Reflective inserts. 
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2500514TREKK EVO 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  290 gr

340

634

035

618

168

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
This lightweight and breathable pant with a clean 
design is ideal for those who love long hikes. The 
Trekk Evo uses a soft, stretchy and cool fabric 
to provide maximum freedom of movement, 
abrasion resistance, coolness and rapid drying. 
With this pant you can tackle the most complex 
routes with flexibility and freedom.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch with DWR treatment to 
help repel water and dirt from the surface of the 
fabric. Made with one fabric with ripstop design. 
The crotch insert allows for great freedom of 
movement. All the zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with front zip and logo elastic 
on the inside.
Pockets with minimalist bonded zip with garage 
for decreased weight.
No-sew map pocket with zip on side.
Belt loops at waist.
Back pocket with zip.
Reflective detailing.
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2500666 TREKK EVO
BERMUDA

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  205  gr

168

340 618 634

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

63
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CONCEPT>
This lightweight and breathable Bermuda short 
designed along simple lines is suitable for long 
hikes. The Trekk Evo Bermuda short is made of 
soft and cool stretch fabric to provide maximum 
freedom of movement, abrasion resistance, 
coolness and quick drying. This Bermuda short 
will allow you to take the most difficult routes 
with ease and without overheating.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Stretch fabric with a DWR finish that 
helps repel water and dirt from the surface. Made 
of a single ripstop fabric. The design of the crotch 
insert allows for full freedom of movement. All 
the zippers on this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Front zipper fly, logo elastic at the waist.
Minimalist bonded zipper with garage for the 
pockets for decreased weight.
Belt loops.
Back zippered pocket.
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2500752SCALON  ZIP OFF
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  353 gr

108

168 311

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, breathable pant for travel or 
summer hiking. The Scalon pant is soft and cool, 
providing greater comfort on long trips. A handy 
zipper transforms the pant into a Bermuda short.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front pockets with YKK® zippers. 
Small side zippered pocket. 
Shaped knee for ease of movement. 
Zipper at knee to allow the pant to convert into a 
Bermuda short. 
Side zip from the knee to the ankle allows you to 
take the pant off without removing your boots.
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2500754 SCALON 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  288 gr

366

311

168

108

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

65
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, breathable pant for travel or 
summer hiking. The Scalon pant is soft and cool, 
providing greater comfort on long trips.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front open pockets. 
Small side zippered pocket. 
Back zippered pocket. 
Shaped knee for ease of movement.
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2500756SCALON  
BERMUDA

168 108 366

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  218 gr

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

715
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, breathable Bermuda short for travel 
or summer hiking. The short is soft and cool, 
providing greater comfort on long trips.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front open pockets. 
Small side zippered pocket. 
Back zippered pocket.
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2500776 SCALON
SHORT

108

168

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 60

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  160  gr

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

67
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CONCEPT>
Highly breathable short, ideal for extreme heat or 
for when you want to get some sun on your legs. 
Very cool and comfortable, perfect for travel and 
long, hot hikes.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front open pockets. 
Back zippered pocket.
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JACKETS W

69
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2500567STORM W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  382 gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

168

K-DRY
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CONCEPT>
Technical three-layer HardShell jacket for 
mountaineering and climbing. Waterproof, highly 
compactible, extremely breathable and stretchy. 
The hooded Storm W is the garment you always 
need to have with you.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane ensures a 20,000mm water 
column with breathability of 10,000g/m2/24 hours. 
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The double-layer gusset 
at the bottom keeps out rain that could enter the 
pants. The 15mm tape inside allows for improved 
breathability and a better appearance outside, 
with reinforcement in key points. All the zippers 
are YKK®. It has a technical fit, characterized by 
clean lines, and a carefully designed pattern to 
minimize the seams and taping.

FEATURES>
The hood is designed to be worn over the helmet, 
with a draw cord in the back for adjustment.
Rigid visor with lining inside the hood.
Waterproof front zipper and pockets for greater 
protection.
Waterproof flap behind zip with fabric to protect 
chin.
Pockets with waterproof zip, with trim and garage 
in K-Dry.
Double layer at bottom of jacket with adjustable 
draw cord.
Adjustable Velcro closure at wrist.
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2500645 VETTA EVO W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  249gr

 20.000 - DWRW/P : 

109

314 002

K-DRY

71
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CONCEPT>
2.5-layer HardShell jacket. The Vetta Evo 
women’s jacket is completely seam sealed, 
waterproof, compactible and breathable. It 
has an adjustable hood and stretch inserts to 
facilitate movement.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane guarantees a 20,000mm 
water column with breathability measured at 
18,000g/m2/24 hours. The DWR finish helps 
repel water and dirt from the fabric surface. The 
internal 15mm tape promotes better transpiration 
and better outward look. All the zippers on 
this garment are YKK®. It has a technical 
fit characterised by spare lines, accurately 
designed to reduce cuts on the garment to a 
minimum and reduce taping. The stretch inserts 
on the shoulders and hem increase freedom of 
movement.

FEATURES>
The hood is to be worn over the helmet and is 
adjusted by means of a drawstring at the back.
The visor is stiff.
The front zippers are waterproof for increased 
protection.
Waterproof flap under the zipper, with fabric chin 
protection.
Pockets closed by a waterproof zipper.
Adjustable drawstring at the hem.
Sleeve edge adjustment toggle. 
Protected air vent at the back. 
Stuff sack.
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2500647CIMA W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  299 gr

10.000 - DWRW/P : 

409

168

K-DRY
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CONCEPT>
2 and a half layer Hard Shell. The Cima W 
jacket, essential and highly feminine, is 
completely sealed, waterproof, compressible and 
breathable. It has a hood and stretch stitching to 
make it adjustable.

FABRICS>
The K-Dry membrane guarantees a 10,000 mm 
water column with  breathability measured at 
10,000 g/m2/24 hours. The DWR finish helps repel 
water and dirt from the fabric surface. It has a 15 
mm internal tape. All the garment’s zippers are 
YKK®, there are elastic hems at the bottom and 
sleeve ends.

FEATURES>
The hood is to be worn under the helmet and is 
adjusted by means of stretch stitching.
The visor is stiff.
The front zippers are waterproof for increased 
protection.
Waterproof flap under the zipper, with fabric chin 
protection. Pockets closed by a waterproof zipper.
Elastic border at the hem.
Sleeves with elastic border.
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2500508ROCCA  W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  233 gr

 DWRW/P : STRATEGIC

585

168145

K-SHELL  THERMO FLEECE

            SILVER ACTIVE
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CONCEPT>
The Rocca is made from waffle-texture fabric 
with 40g PrimaLoft® Silver Active insulation. 
Stretchy and highly breathable, this jacket is 
ideal for any outing in windy or cold conditions. 
Highly compactible, so you can take it with you 
everywhere.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The K-Shell fabric 
with a waffle design ensures great stretch and 
compactibility. The entire jacket is insulated with 
40g PrimaLoft® Silver Active. Insert under sleeve 
for increased freedom of movement. All the 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple hood is designed to be worn under the 
helmet, with a shaped visor and trim around the 
edge.
Minimalist front zip with the flap behind forming 
the garage.
Two pockets with minimalist zip and garage.
Elastic trim on end of sleeve.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
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2500458 LASTEI LIGHT W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  265gr

1.000 - DWRW/P    STRATEGIC

399

168129416

K-SHELL  SILVER ACTIVE 

75
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CONCEPT>
A windproof and water-repellent SoftShell jacket, 
the Lastei Light is made with warm PrimaLoft® 
Silver Active insulation in front and back for 
warmth and light weight. Highly breathable and 
compactible, it is ideal for any activity in cold and 
windy conditions.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. Front and back in 40g 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active secured with lines of 
stitching. Sides in stretch fabric with K-Shell 
inserts for greater comfort and breathability. All 
the zippers are YKK®. The cut under the arms is 
designed to allow you to raise your arms without 
pulling up the bottom of the jacket.

FEATURES>
The hood is worn under the helmet and the stretch 
stitching makes it self-adjusting.
Vislon® zipper for quicker opening.
The flap behind the zipper forms the garage.
Two pockets with zip and garage with minimalist 
look.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
Elastic trim on bottom of sleeve.
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2500440WALL PRO  W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  284 gr

1.000 - DWRW/P : STRATEGIC

585

168570

 K-SHELL    THERMO FLEECE 
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CONCEPT>
The Wall is a SoftShell jacket with a thermal 
lining. Windproof and water repellent, warm and 
lightweight. Ideal for use in changing weather 
conditions.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The hood, the sleeve and 
the shoulder of the Wall Pro are in fabric with a 
waffle design with a 1,000mm water column. The 
side is in stretch fabric with K-Shell inserts for 
greater comfort and breathability. Mesh inserts 
in the lining increase breathability. All the zippers 
are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The hood is worn under the helmet and the stretch 
stitching makes it self-adjusting.
Vislon® zip for faster opening.
The windproof flap behind the zip forms the 
garage.
Two pockets with minimalist zip and garage.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
Elastic trim at sleeve end.
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2500643 DEFENCE EVO  W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  344 gr

 DWRW/P:

102

002

 K-STRETCH

77
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CONCEPT>
Windproof, with detachable sleeves that do not 
hinder movement. This garment can be used 
as a jacket or a vest, while climbing or simply 
hiking uphill or downhill, in spring and also in 
summer, in the mountains, any time dynamic and 
comfortable protection is required. 

FABRICS>
Elastic and breathable K-Shell jacket reinforced 
with Cordura® at the elbows, with detachable 
sleeves. It offers good temperature regulation 
also in very cold weather. The two-way-stretch 
fabric inserts under the sleeves and back enhance 
the wearer’s freedom of movement. No-slip 
silicone print on the shoulders. All the zippers on 
this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Front zipper for quicker opening. 
Wind flap in the front.
Two front pockets with minimalist zippers.
Drawstring at the bottom for adjustment.
Sleeve zippers in a different color to make 
reassembly easier.
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2500760PARETE  W
VEST

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  212 gr

168

409002

K-SHELL  
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CONCEPT>
The multifunctional Parete W Vest is perfect 
for any summer outdoor activity; its technical 
characteristics also allow it to be used for aerobic 
activity in the winter.

FABRICS>
Vest in wind-resistant, water-repellent and 
slightly stretchy K-Shell. Embossed outer surface 
with high abrasion resistance.

FEATURES>
Shaped collar for increased comfort. 
YKK® Vislon® zipper for rapid opening. 
Wind flap. 
Two front zippered pockets. 
Draw cord and elastic trim at bottom of garment. 
Four-needle stitching for increased comfort. 
Karpos wordmark printed on back.
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2500640 LOT  W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  109 gr

1.000 - DWRW/P: STRATEGIC

409

287

 K-SHELL  

79
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest jacket. A true emergency shelter 
from the weather packed in a very small space, 
for when you’re engaging in climbing activities 
that absolutely require speed and lightness. The 
Lot jacket disappears into its small stuff sack. 
When worn, it protects from wind and rain. It is a 
staple piece of climber’s gear.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the fabric surface. The K-Shell embossed fabric 
makes the garment highly stretchable, prevents 
the feeling of fabric sticking to the skin and 
enhances compactibility. Underarm insert for 
easier movement and improved breathability. All 
the zippers on this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple under-helmet hood has a shaped visor 
and trim around the edge.
Minimalist front zipper with front flap with 
integrated garage.
Side pocket with invisible zip and stuff sack for the 
jacket.
Adjustable drawstring at the bottom.
All the inner seams are double stitched for 
increased tear resistance.
Reflective detailing.
Stuff sack with zip and loop for attaching to 
harness.
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TOPS W

81
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2500764CUNTURINES W
FLEECE

517

366 403 409

THERMO FLEECE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - XXL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  401 gr
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CONCEPT>
Excellent second layer for aerobic activity, thanks 
to the combination of technical fabrics. Perfect 
for use in the summer in place of a jacket.

FABRICS>
Fleece made with Thermo Fleece fabric, 
reinforced on the outside with ceramic printing 
and on the inside by a checked structure that 
increases breathability. The sides and underside 
of sleeves are made of highly breathable Thermo 
Fleece.

FEATURES>
Fleece with full-length YKK® zipper with zip 
garage. 
Two zippered front pockets with zip garage. 
Elastic trim on hood. 
Doubled fabric on cuffs and bottom of garment. 
Four-needle stitching in critical points. 
Karpos wordmark on back.
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2500762 PIZZOCCO W
FLEECE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - XXL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  312 gr

409

314 168 012

THERMO FLEECE

83
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CONCEPT>
Thermal second layer ideal for moderately cold 
situations, for use on summer excursions.

FABRICS>
Fleece made with Thermo Fleece fabric, which has 
a checked structure on the inside that increases 
insulation and makes the garment lighter weight. 
Open-weave fabric on the sides, underside of 
sleeves and center back to increase breathability.

FEATURES>
Full-zip fleece with YKK® zipper. 
Two front zippered pockets. 
Zip garage. 
Elastic trim on bottom of garment, ends of sleeves 
and collar. 
Logo printed on back.
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2500590VERENA W
FLEECE

409

101 168

403

THERMO FLEECE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  237 gr
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CONCEPT>
Ideal for cold conditions. A very durable second 
layer with a ceramic print that provides abrasion 
resistance. Ideal for any activity, the Verena W 
is highly breathable and stretchy and offers 
excellent warmth.

FABRICS>
Thermo Fleece, reinforced on the outside 
with a ceramic print and on the inside with 
checkered structure to increase breathability and 
compactibility. All the zips are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Two-color 25 cm front Vislon® zip
Elastic trim at wrist
Elastic trim at bottom of garment
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2500648 ROCCIA W LS
JERSEY

168

409

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  168 gr

K-HARDTEC

85
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CONCEPT>
Very durable and cool, the Roccia W long-sleeved 
jersey is ideal in all weather conditions and is 
very abrasion resistant. 

FABRICS>
The garment is made of K-Hardtec with a melange 
pattern on the outside and a solid color inside, 
with a cool feel on the skin.

FEATURES>
Minimalist front zipper.
Back pocket with invisible zipper.
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2500766SORAPISS W
POLO

002

366 409

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  116  gr
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CONCEPT>
Very cool and comfortable polo with feminine 
styling. Allows you to deal with even intensely hot 
conditions.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Sense two-way stretch fabric for 
freedom of movement and a wicking treatment to 
move moisture away from the skin.

FEATURES>
Front button closure. 
Stretch trim on ends of sleeves.
Highly breathable mesh side panels.
Logo printed on back.
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2500650 MOVED W
JERSEY

409

168

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  88 gr

87
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CONCEPT>
Cool and dry, the Moved W jersey makes it 
possible to withstand very high temperatures.

FABRICS>
Produced in Polartec® Delta® with two-color 
mesh design, this fabric keeps body temperature 
stable also in very hot conditions. Front part in 
K-Sense.

FEATURES>
Four-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
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2500769FUTURA  W
JERSEY

403

314 409 517

K - HARDTEC

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  98  gr
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CONCEPT>
Cool and extremely durable, the Futura W jersey 
allows you to deal with intensely hot conditions 
and is highly abrasion resistant.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec with a marled finish on the 
outside and solid color inside. Special treatment 
for a cool effect next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Taped collar and sleeve ends to prevent irritation. 
Four-needle stitching. 
Spectacular Climbing print on back.
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2500527 PROFILI  W
JERSEY

409

618 168

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  84 gr

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS

89
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Profili W jersey 
allows you to deal with intense heat, keeping you 
dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Sense with a shot effect.

FEATURES>
Collar with hidden seams to eliminate irritation.
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2500652PROFILI LITE  W
JERSEY

365

366 409 168

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  84 gr

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS
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CONCEPT>
Light and breathable, the Profili Lite W jersey is 
ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the wearer dry 
and cool.

FABRICS>
It is made of K-Sense with wicking treatment and 
a shot effect.  Two-way-stretch fabric for greater 
comfort. 

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Print on the back.
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2500656 BULL  W
SLEEVELESS

366

409168

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  92 gr

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS

618

91
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Bull W top has a very 
feminine look, is suitable for very hot climates 
and does not limit movement.

FABRICS>
It is made of two-way-stretch K-Sense fabric 
with wicking treatment and has mesh inserts 
on the sides and bottom of sleeves for better 
breathability.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching.
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2500660LOMA  WPLUS
JERSEY

314

409168403

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  100 gr
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Loma W Plus 
jersey is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the 
wearer dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with mesh inserts, it 
has elastic stitching for enhanced freedom of 
movement.

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Prints on the sleeves and back.
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2500661 LOMA  W
JERSEY

311

065101182 168314

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  65 gr

93
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Loma W jersey 
is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the wearer 
dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with elastic stitching for 
enhanced freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Print on the back.
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2500770FUTURA  W
TANK

409

517230

K - HARDTEC

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  98 gr
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CONCEPT>
The Futura W tank top allows you to deal with 
intensely hot conditions and is highly resistant to 
abrasive surfaces.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Hardtec with a marled finish on the 
outside and solid color inside. Special treatment 
for a cool effect next to the skin.

FEATURES>
Four-needle stitching. 
Spectacular Climbing print on back.
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2500657 BULL  W
TANK

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  96 gr

366

409168618

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS

97
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Bull W tank top has 
a very feminine look,  is suitable for very hot 
climates and does not limit movement.

FABRICS>
Made of two-way-stretch K-Sense fabric with 
wicking treatment for enhanced breathability and 
freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching.
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2500658BULL  W
TOP

403

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  110 gr

409314068

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Bull W Top is 
suitable for very hot climates and does not limit 
movement.

FABRICS>
Made of two-way-stretch K-Sense fabric with 
wicking treatment for enhanced breathability and 
freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching.
Finished with elastic trim.
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2500771 BULL  SUN W
TOP

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  83 gr

409

403168314

WICKINGEXTRA BENEFITS

99
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CONCEPT>
Simple women’s top that allows you to get 
some sun and stay cool and light on the hottest 
summer days.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Sense two-way stretch fabric for 
freedom of movement and a wicking treatment to 
move moisture away from the skin.

FEATURES>
Narrow shoulder straps. 
Logo printed on back.
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PANTS W

101
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2500513WALL LITE W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  345 gr

002

168

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Our warmest and most durable summer pant. 
The Wal Lite W is made with windproof and 
water-repellent stretch fabric and allows you to 
move quickly and confidently on various types of 
terrain.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch with a DWR finish to help 
repel water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. 
The cut of the garment allows for great freedom of
movement. All the zips are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly and internal elastic at waist.
Pockets with Vislon® zip and garage ensure fast 
opening.
Vislon® zip at bottom with internal gusset.
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2500512 ROCK FLY W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  217 gr

618

222 002

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

103
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CONCEPT>
Our best-selling pant, the Rock, inspired this 
lighter-weight version, the Rock Fly W. Featuring 
a mountaineering design and developed with 
three types of fabrics, it offers high breathability, 
rapid drying and significant stretch, allowing you 
to confidently deal with a wide range of situations.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch with DWR treatment to help 
repel water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. 
Upper front and lower back made with double-
structure one-way stretch fabric that is extremely 
cool and breathable. From the knee down and on 
the upper back durable two-way stretch fabric 
with ripstop weave. The crotch insert allows for 
great freedom of movement. All the zippers are 
YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly and internal elastic at waist.
Pockets with Vislon® zip and garage ensure fast 
opening.
Zip to open front flap.
Vislon® zip at bottom with internal gusset.
Reflective detailing.
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2500232ROCK W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  308 gr

K-STRETCH    KORTEC

DWRW/P : 

102

268

403

409

168
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CONCEPT>
The Rock W is designed for mountaineering and 
is offered in a wide range of colors. Made with 
two types of fabric, it allows you to reliably tackle 
a wide variety of situations.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch with DWR treatment that 
helps repel water and dirt from the surface of the 
fabric. Kortec reinforcements at the bottom for 
increased durability. Front of upper and lower leg 
in one-way stretch fabric. Two-way stretch fabric 
on knee and in back. The design of the crotch 
allows for great freedom of movement. All the 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with logo elastic on the inside, 
adjustable with a stretch draw cord on the outside.
Pockets have Vislon® zippers with garage to 
allow for quicker opening.
Nonslip elastic at bottom of leg.
Reflective detailing.
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2500445 ROCK  W 
BERMUDA

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  160 gr

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

314

403 409 268

105
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CONCEPT>
The technical Rock Bermuda is lightweight and 
breathable. Made with two types of fabric, it gives 
you extreme freedom of movement to handle any 
situation.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch with DWR treatment to help 
repel water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. 
Upper front in one-way stretch fabric. Two-way 
stretch fabric on back. The crotch design allows 
for great freedom of movement. All the zippers 
are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with logo elastic on the inside, 
adjustable with a stretch draw cord.
Pockets with Vislon® zip and garage ensure fast 
opening.
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2500665FANTASIA EVO W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  239 gr

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

002

108 168

366
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CONCEPT>
This lightweight and stretchy pant designed 
for climbers is also suitable for long hikes. 
The Fantasia Evo W is made of soft and cool 
stretch fabric to provide maximum freedom of 
movement, abrasion resistance, coolness and 
quick drying. This pant will allow you to take 
the most difficult routes with ease and without 
overheating.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Stretch fabric with a DWR finish that 
helps repel water and dirt from the surface. 
Single-fabric garment. The design of the crotch 
insert makes for full freedom of movement. All 
the zippers on this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly, logo elastic at the waist.
Pockets with zipper.
Belt loops.
Reflective inserts.
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2500775 FANTASIA 3/4  W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  198  gr

K-STRETCH  

DWRW/P : 

002

168

107
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CONCEPT>
The Fantasia 3/4 pant provides maximum 
freedom of movement for any outdoor summer 
activity.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
that helps repel water and dirt from the surface. 
All zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two open front pockets. 
Small side zippered pocket. 
Shaped knee for ease of movement.
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2500751 FANES  W 
TIGHT

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XXS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  204  gr

517

002

K-STRETCH     SENSITIVE® 

109
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CONCEPT>
Very versatile women’s pant, ideal for aerobic 
activity but also for casual wear.

FABRICS>
Pant made with stretchy Sensitive® 230g fabric 
with high UV protection and good abrasion 
resistance.

FEATURES>
Fold-over logo elastic waistband. 
Four-needle stitching. 
Reflective detailing at bottom. 
Cuff on leg ends.
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2500515TREKK EVO W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  238  gr

K-STRETCH    

DWRW/P : 

287

035 618

168
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CONCEPT>
This lightweight and breathable pant with a clean 
design is ideal for those who love long hikes. The 
Trekk Evo uses a soft, stretchy and cool fabric 
to provide maximum freedom of movement, 
abrasion resistance, coolness and rapid drying. 
With this pant you can tackle the most complex 
routes with flexibility and freedom.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabric with a DWR finish to 
help repel water and dirt from the surface of the 
fabric. Made with one fabric with a ripstop design.
The design of the crotch insert allows for great 
freedom of movement. All the zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with front zip and logo elastic 
on the inside.
Pockets with minimalist covered zip with garage 
for decreased weight.
Belt loops at waist.
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2500667 TREKK EVO  W 
BERMUDA

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  150  gr

K-STRETCH    

DWRW/P : 

618

035 168 287

111
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CONCEPT>
These light and breathable Bermuda shorts 
designed along simple lines are suitable for 
long nature walks. The Trekk Evo W Bermuda 
shorts are made of soft and cool stretch fabric, 
to provide maximum freedom of movement, 
abrasion resistance, coolness and quick drying. 
These Bermuda shorts will allow you to take 
the most difficult routes with ease and without 
overheating.

FABRICS>
Made of DWR-finished K-Stretch fabric, it helps 
repel water and dirt from the fabric surface. Made 
of a single Rip-Stop fabric. The design of the 
crotch insert makes for full freedom of movement. 
All the zippers on this garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Shaped and open belt, front zipper closing
Minimalist zipper with flaps for the pockets, for 
enhanced lightness
Belt loops 
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2500753SCALON W ZIP OFF
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  305 gr

108

168 311

K-STRETCH  

W/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, breathable pant for travel or 
summer hiking. The Scalon pant is soft and cool, 
providing greater comfort on long trips. A handy 
zipper transforms the pant into a Bermuda short.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front pockets with YKK® zippers. 
Small side zippered pocket. 
Shaped knee for ease of movement. 
Zipper at knee to allow the pant to convert into a 
Bermuda short. 
Side zip from the knee to the ankle allows you to 
take the pant off without removing your boots.
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2500755 SCALON W 
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  233 gr

108

311

168

409

K-STRETCH  

W/P : 

113
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, breathable pant for travel or 
summer hiking. The Scalon W pant is soft and 
cool, providing greater comfort on long trips.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two open front pockets. 
Small side zippered pocket. 
Shaped knee for ease of movement.
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2500757SCALON  W
BERMUDA

168

108 311 409

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  164  gr

K-STRETCH  

W/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, breathable Bermuda short for travel 
or summer hiking. The short is soft and cool, 
providing greater comfort on long trips.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front open pockets.
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2500777 SCALON W
SHORT

409

168 108

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  132  gr

K-STRETCH  

W/P : 

115
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CONCEPT>
Highly breathable short, ideal for extreme heat or 
for when you want to get some sun on your legs. 
Very cool and comfortable, perfect for travel and 
long, hot hikes.

FABRICS>
Made with K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR treatment 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. All 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with snap. 
Belt loops. 
Two front open pockets.
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FAST TRAIL

117
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2500684SWIFT
JERSEY

002

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  95 gr

187
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Swift jersey is 
suitable for very hot climates and does not limit 
movement.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with a ripstop weave, 
with two-color two-needle elastic stitching for 
enhanced freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Prints on the sleeves and back.
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2500685 FAST
TANK

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  77  gr

187

002

119
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Fast Tank top is 
suitable for very hot climates and does not limit 
movement.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with a ripstop weave, 
with two-color two-needle elastic stitching for 
enhanced freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Printed back and front.
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2500536FAST
SHORT

168 FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  91 gr

K-STRETCH      KOOL MESH 

DWRW/P : 
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, simple short. You can use it in the 
most challenging situations.

FABRICS>
Made in K-Stretch with DWR finish to help repel 
water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. The 
stretch fabric is cool and
lightweight. High-stretch crotch insert. Inner 
short in Kool Mesh designed for maximum 
freedom of movement and breathability.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband.
Three back pockets with trim.
Side slits.
Inner stretch mesh brief.
Reflective detailing.
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2500688 QUICK
PANT

002FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  136  gr

K-STRETCH  

121
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CONCEPT>
Breathable and form-fitting pant with high 
compression action. It can be used in the most 
demanding racing conditions.

FABRICS>
Made of cool, high-compression, high-stretch 
K-Stretch fabric. Finished with four-needle 
stitching in two colors.  

FEATURES>
Logo elastic at the waist.
One back pocket with a minimalist zipper.
Reflective inserts.
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2500686 FAST W 
JERSEY

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  64  gr

002

182

123
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and cool, the Fast W jersey is 
suitable for very hot climates and does not limit 
movement.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with a ripstop weave, 
with two-color two-needle elastic stitching for 
enhanced freedom of movement.

FEATURES>
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Prints on the sleeves.
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2500692FAST W 
TOP

187

K - SENSE

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  65 gr

002
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CONCEPT>
The Fast W Top, with a very feminine look, is 
suitable for very hot climates and does not limit 
movement.

FABRICS>
Made of K-Sense fabric with a ripstop weave, 
with two-color two-needle elastic stitching for 
enhanced freedom of movement and mesh 
inserts for increased breathability.

FEATURES>
Double fabric layer at the top for better support.
Print on the back.
Reflective inserts.
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2500687 QUICK
BRA

K - STRETCH

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  62  gr

182

002 187

125
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CONCEPT>
Breathable and form-fitting bra with high 
compression action. It can be used in the most 
demanding racing conditions.

FABRICS>
Made of cool, high-compression, high-stretch 
K-Stretch fabric. Mesh insert at the center of the 
back. Finished with four-needle stitching in two 
colors.  

FEATURES>
Logo under-bust elastic.
Reflective inserts.
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2500537FAST W
SHORT

168

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS- 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  69 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH  -  KOOL MESH   
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, simple short. You can use it in the 
most challenging situations.

FABRICS>
Made in K-Stretch with DWR finish to help repel 
water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. 
The stretch fabric is cool and lightweight. High-
stretch crotch insert. Inner short in Kool Mesh 
designed for maximum freedom of movement and 
breathability.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband.
Three back pockets with trim.
Side slits.
Inner stretch mesh brief.
Reflective detailing.
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2500689

2500774

QUICK W 
3/4 PANT

QUICK W 
SHORT

002

002
FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM

FIT_SLIM

SIZE_XS- 2XL

SIZE_XS- 2XL

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  140 gr

WEIGHT_  98  gr

K-STRETCH 

K-STRETCH 

127
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CONCEPT>
Breathable and form-fitting three-quarter-length 
pant with high compression action. It can be used 
in the most demanding racing conditions.

FABRICS>
Made of cool, high-compression, high-stretch 
K-Stretch fabric. Finished with four-needle 
stitching in two colors.  

FEATURES>
Logo elastic waistband.
One back pocket with a minimalist zipper.
Reflective inserts.

CONCEPT>
Breathable high-compression short for use in 
challenging running conditions.

FABRICS>
Made with cool and highly stretchy and 
compressive K-Stretch fabric. Finished with two-
color four-needle stitching.

FEATURES>
Logo elastic waistband. 
Pocket in back with minimalist zip. 
Reflective detailing.
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ADVENTURE  BIKE 

129
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2500773 SELLA
JACKET

299

168

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  370 gr

DWRW/P  

K-SHELL          K-STRETCH

            SILVER ACTIVE

131
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CONCEPT>
The Sella Jacket was designed for cycling and 
general outdoor use. Perfect for cooler days 
in the summer, the jacket stows easily in your 
backpack.

FABRICS>
Jacket made with wind-resistant, water-
repellent and slightly stretchy K-Shell on the 
shoulders, with the outer surface embossed 
with high abrasion resistance. Front quilted with 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active 40g. Stretch panels on 
the sides, underside of sleeves and at the center 
of the back for greater breathability and comfort.

FEATURES>
YKK® Vislon® zipper in front for quick opening. 
Front wind flap with zip garage. 
Two front pockets with YKK® zippers. 
Large back pocket with YKK® zipper. 
PrimaLoft® Silver Active 40g insulation in front. 
Stretch cuffs on sleeves. 
Draw cord and stretch trim at bottom of garment. 
Reflective detailing on back and on front pockets. 
Printed logo on sleeve and back.
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2500758LOT RAIN
JACKET

314

K - DRY

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XXS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  184 gr

299

20.000 - DWRW/P  STRATEGIC
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest and most compactible completely 
waterproof jacket. Take the Lot Rain Jacket along 
on every mountain excursion, whether you are 
climbing, hiking or ski mountaineering in the 
winter. It will keep you completely dry and help 
you maintain a constant body temperature when 
it starts to rain or snow or turns cold. This jacket 
was developed and tested by mountaineer Ueli 
Steck on his most challenging climbs.

FABRICS>
Extremely lightweight 2.5-layer 100% nylon fabric, 
50g per square meter, with a 20,000mm water 
column and 20,000g/m2/24h breathability. The 
DWR treatment helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the jacket. Made with waterproof 
YKK® zippers. The tape used for sealing the 
seams is 15mm for improved breathability and 
lighter weight.

FEATURES>
Hood with rigid visor and wind seal around face, 
adjustable with a draw cord in back. 
Waterproof YKK® zipper in front with 3mm chain 
for lighter weight. 
Waterproof zipper flap with zip garage. 
Chest pocket with waterproof YKK® zipper that 
can be used as a stuff sack for the jacket.
Chest strap with botton to limit opening when the 
zipper is open. Adjustable draw cord at bottom. 
Shaped no-sew cuffs for greater protection. 
Karpos wordmark on back of left shoulder and 
logo on right sleeve.
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2500521 LOT
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_2XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  124  gr

299

194

K-SHELL

1.000 - DWRW/P  STRATEGIC

133
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest-weight jacket. In very little 
space you have real emergency protection 
from the elements when you are engaged in 
mountaineering activities where speed and 
lightness are necessary. The Loft disappears 
when it is inside its small stuff sack. When you 
put it on, it protects you from wind and rain.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the fabric. The K-Shell fabric with a 
waffle design offers increased stretch, eliminates 
the unpleasant feeling of fabric sticking to the 
skin, and also allows for greater compactibility. 
Insert under the arms for increased freedom 
of movement and greater breathability. All the 
zippers are YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple under-helmet hood has a shaped visor 
and trim around the edge.
 Minimalist front zip.
Front storm flap with integrated garage.
Chest pocket with zip.
Side pocket with invisible zip and stuff sack for the 
jacket.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of jacket.
All the inner seams are double stitched for 
increased tear resistance.
Reflective detailing.
Stuff sack with zip and loop for attaching to 
harness.
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2500823

2500561

LOT RAIN 
PANT

LOT
PANT

168

168

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR

FIT_REGULAR

SIZE_XXS- 3XL

SIZE_XXS- 3XL

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  209 gr

WEIGHT_  105 gr

20.000 - DWR 

1.000 - DWR

W/P : 

W/P : 

K-DRY

K-SHELL
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest and most compactible completely 
waterproof pant. The Lot Rain Pant is ideal 
for any mountain excursion, whether you are 
climbing, hiking or ski mountaineering in the 
winter. It will keep you completely dry and help 
you maintain a constant body temperature when 
it starts to rain or snow or turns cold. This pant 
was developed and tested by mountaineer Ueli 
Steck on his most challenging climbs.

FABRICS>
Stretchy K-Dry fabric with a membrane, with a 
20,000mm water column and 20,000g/m2/24h 
breathability. The DWR treatment helps repel 
water and dirt from the surface of the fabric. The 
seam-sealing tape inside is 15mm for improved 
breathability and lighter weight. Uses YKK® 
zippers.

FEATURES>
Waterproof YKK® side zippers to knee. 
Elastic waistband with draw cord on inside. 
Stretch panel on upper back for greater 
breathability and improved fit. 
Inside mesh pocket at back to be used as a stuff 
sack. 
Elastic at bottom of legs.

CONCEPT>
Our lightest-weight pant. In very little space 
you have real emergency protection from 
the elements when you are engaged in 
mountaineering activities where speed and 
agility are necessary. The Lot Pant disappears 
when it is inside its small stuff sack. When you 
put it on, it protects you from wind and rain. You 
can put it on and take it off without removing your 
skis.

FABRICS>
The DWR  finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the surface of the garment. The K-Shell fabric 
with an embossed effect allows for greater 
stretch, eliminates the unpleasant sensation 
of fabric sticking to your skin and increases 
compactibility. Two full side zips allow you to take 
of the pant without removing your skis. All the zips 
are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Minimalist full zip on sides.
Velcro closures with snaps at waist allow side zips 
to be opened for increased breathability.
Perforated elastic at waist.
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2500674 TECK
JERSEY

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  139gr

002

314855299

K-SENSE  -  KOOL MESH

WICKING
ODOR CONTROL
ICE COOL TOUCH

EXTRA BENEFITS

135
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, with a full zip, the 
Teck jersey is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps 
the wearer dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of wicking-treated K-Sense fabric, with odor 
control and “ice cool touch” with a knit pattern 
on the front and ripstop fabric on the back. The 
sleeves are printed, for a fresh and colorful look. 
This garment has two YKK® zippers. 

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Back zippered pocket with an internal pocket.
No-slip silicone print on the shoulders.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Reflective print.
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2500676CASATSCH
JERSEY

403

168 314

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  153 gr

K-SENSE  -  KOOL MESH

WICKING
ODOR CONTROL
ICE COOL TOUCH

EXTRA BENEFITS
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Casatsch jersey 
is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the wearer 
dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of wicking-treated K-Sense fabric, with odor 
control, “ice cool touch” and ripstop fabric for 
enhanced durability and freedom of movement. 
Mesh inserts for full breathability. The garment 
has two YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Back pocket with a minimalist zipper.
Two open pockets at the sides.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Reflective print.
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2500678 RAPID
JERSEY

299

168 618

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  148 gr

K-SENSE  -  KOOL MESH

WICKING
ODOR CONTROLEXTRA BENEFITS

137
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and durable, with a short zipper, the 
Rapid jersey is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps 
the wearer dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of wicking-treated K-Sense fabric with 
odor control, with a knit pattern on the front and 
sleeves and ripstop fabric on the back. Cool and 
colorful prints on the back. This garment has two 
YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Two back pockets with minimalist zippers.
No-slip silicone print on the shoulders.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Reflective print. 
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2500675FREE SHAPE STONE
SHORT

108

168

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  223 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH PLUS 
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CONCEPT>
Our comfortable and durable Stone Short is 
our most innovative short, suitable for the 
most difficult situations. Cool, comfortable 
and stretchy, with Cordura® reinforcements to 
provide maximum tear resistance and freedom 
of movement. Suitable for hiking or for adventure 
biking in combination with the liner short with 
seat pad, and with the possibility of inserting 
protections.

FABRICS>
Made with the very innovative K-Stretch Plus, 
a lightweight, DWR-treated fabric that is both 
water- and dirt-repellent. The short stretches, 
with a smooth and structured look where the 
Cordura® is, and is cool and light, offering total 
freedom of movement. All the zippers on this 
garment are YKK®.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with an internal hook to avoid points 
of entanglement outside.
Two open front pockets.
One front pocket with minimalist zipper and mesh 
inside.
Side zippers with internal gusset to hold 
protections.
Adjustable elastic band at the waist.
Reflective inserts.
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2500680 RAPID BAGGY
SHORT

299

094 002

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  188 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH 

139
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CONCEPT>
With their fresh and colorful look, the Rapid Baggy 
Short is a durable, comfortable and stretchy 
garment suitable for the most demanding rides. 
Cool, comfortable and with double ripstop inserts 
to provide maximum tear resistance and freedom 
of movement. Suitable for hiking or for adventure 
biking when worn over the liner short with seat 
pad.

FABRICS>
Made of two DWR-finished K-Stretch fabrics that 
help repel water and dirt from the fabric surface. 
The first stretch fabric has a smooth, cool and 
light appearance, and the second is a two-way-
stretch ripstop fabric for complete freedom of 
movement. This garment has two YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with an internal hook to avoid points 
of entanglement outside.
Two front pockets with a minimalist zipper and 
mesh inside that can also be used for ventilation.
A back pocket with a minimalist zipper.
Front flapless zipper for faster opening, internal 
flap.
Adjustable elastic band at the waist.
Reflective inserts.
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2500364CASATSCH BAGGY
SHORT

855

002

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  377 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH  -  KOOL MESH

BODYFIT PRO ADVENTURE

INCLUDED
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CONCEPT>
If you want a durable, comfortable and stretchy 
short for challenging routes, the Casatsch is 
for you. Cool, comfortable and in double ripstop 
for maximum tear resistance. Designed to offer 
complete freedom of movement. Removable 
inner short.

FABRICS>
Made with two K-Stretch fabrics with DWR finish 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface of 
the fabric. The first is a durable stretch fabric with 
a double ripstop weave and the second is smooth, 
cool and lightweight. Removable inner mesh short 
designed for maximum freedom of movement and 
breathability. The short has two YKK® zips.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with quick-pull zipper, logo 
elastic on the inside, and hook inside to eliminate 
fasteners on the outside
Open front pockets with soft fabric trim
Two open back pockets
Two side map pockets with zip
Vent opening with minimalist zip
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of leg
Reflective detailing
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2500682 BALLISTIC EVO 
SHORT

108

168

002

618

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  184 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH 

141
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CONCEPT>
The Ballistic Evo is a durable, comfortable and 
stretchy short for the most demanding rides. 
Cool and comfortable, with two-way-stretch 
ripstop fabric inserts for maximum freedom of 
movement. Suitable for hiking or for adventure 
biking when worn over the liner short with seat 
pad.

FABRICS>
Made of two DWR-finished K-Stretch fabrics that 
help repel water and dirt from the fabric surface. 
The first stretch fabric has a smooth, cool and 
light appearance, and the second is a two-way-
stretch ripstop fabric for complete freedom of 
movement. This garment has two YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with an internal hook to avoid points 
of entanglement outside.
Open front pockets with soft trim.
Front flapless zipper for faster opening, internal 
flap.
Adjustable elastic band at the waist.
Reflective inserts.
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2500640 LOT  W
JACKET

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  109 gr

1.000 - DWRW/P: STRATEGIC

409

287

 K-SHELL  

143
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CONCEPT>
Our lightest jacket. A true emergency shelter 
from the weather packed in a very small space, 
for when you’re engaging in climbing activities 
that absolutely require speed and lightness. The 
Lot jacket disappears into its small stuff sack. 
When worn, it protects from wind and rain. It is a 
staple piece of climber’s gear.

FABRICS>
The DWR finish helps repel water and dirt from 
the fabric surface. The K-Shell embossed fabric 
makes the garment highly stretchable, prevents 
the feeling of fabric sticking to the skin and 
provides enhanced compressibility. Underarm 
insert for easier movement and greater 
breathability. All the zippers on this garment are 
YKK®.

FEATURES>
The simple under-helmet hood has a shaped visor 
and trim around the edge.
Minimalist front zipper with front flap with 
integrated garage.
Side pocket with invisible zip and stuff sack for the 
jacket.
Adjustable drawstring at the bottom.
All the inner seams are double stitched for 
increased tear resistance. 
Reflective detailing.
Stuff sack with zip and loop for attaching to 
harness.
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2500677CASATSCH W
JERSEY

182

168 403

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS- 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  107 gr

K-SENSE  -  KOOL MESH

WICKING
ODOR CONTROL
ICE COOL TOUCH

EXTRA BENEFITS
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight and breathable, the Casatsch W 
jersey is ideal for intense heat, as it keeps the 
wearer dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of wicking-treated ripstop K-Sense 
fabric with odor control and “ice cool touch” for 
enhanced durability and freedom of movement. 
Mesh inserts for greater breathability. This 
garment has two YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Back pocket with minimalist zipper.
Two open pockets at the sides.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Reflective print.
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2500679 RAPID W
JERSEY

094

182 287

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS- 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  99 gr

K-SENSE  -  KOOL MESH

WICKING
ODOR CONTROLEXTRA BENEFITS

145
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CONCEPT>
Comfortable and durable, with a short zipper, 
the Rapid W jersey is ideal for intense heat, as it 
keeps the wearer dry and cool.

FABRICS>
Made of wicking-treated K-Sense fabric, with 
odor control features and a ripstop pattern on the 
front and back. Fresh and colorful prints on the 
front. This garment has two YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Two-needle stitching in contrasting colors.
Back pocket with minimalist zipper.
Collar finished with a hidden seam to avoid 
uncomfortable rubbing.
Reflective print. 
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2500365CASATSCH BAGGY W
SHORT

409

517

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  359 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH  -  KOOL MESH

BODYFIT PRO ADVENTURE

INCLUDED
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CONCEPT>
If you want a durable, comfortable and stretchy 
short for challenging routes, the Casatsch is 
for you. Cool, comfortable and in double ripstop 
for maximum tear resistance. Designed to offer 
complete freedom of movement. Removable 
inner short.

FABRICS>
Made with two K-Stretch fabrics with DWR finish 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface of 
the fabric. The first is a durable-stretch fabric with 
a double ripstop weave, and the second is smooth, 
cool and lightweight. Removable inner mesh short 
designed for maximum freedom of movement and 
breathability. The short has two YKK® zips.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with quick-pull zipper, logo 
elastic on the inside, and hook inside to eliminate 
fasteners on the outside.
Open front pockets with soft fabric trim.
Covered front zip with no external fly for quick 
opening, with internal flap.
Two open back pockets.
Two side map pockets with zip.
Vent opening with minimalist zip.
Adjustable draw cord at bottom of leg.
Reflective detailing.
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2500683 BALLISTIC EVO W 
SHORT

002

168 108

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  147 gr

DWRW/P : 

K-STRETCH 

147
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CONCEPT>
The Ballistic Evo W is a durable, comfortable and 
stretchy short for the most demanding rides. 
Cool and comfortable, with two-way-stretch 
ripstop fabric inserts for maximum freedom of 
movement. Suitable for hiking or for adventure 
biking when worn over the inner short with seat 
pad.

FABRICS>
Made of two K-Stretch fabrics with a DWR finish 
to help repel water and dirt from the surface. The 
first stretch fabric has a smooth, cool and light 
appearance, and the second is a two-way-stretch 
ripstop fabric for complete freedom of movement. 
This garment has two YKK® zippers.

FEATURES>
Zippered fly with an internal hook to avoid points 
of entanglement outside.
Front pockets with minimalist zippers.
Front flapless zipper for faster opening, internal 
flap.
Adjustable elastic band at the waist.
Reflective inserts.
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2500693

2500694

PRO-TECT INNER
PANT

PRO-TECT INNER W
PANT

094

094

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT_SLIM

FIT_SLIM

SIZE_S - 3XL

SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

WEIGHT_  135 gr

WEIGHT_  113 gr

KOOL MESH

KOOL MESH

BODYFIT PRO ADVENTURE

BODYFIT PRO ADVENTURE
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CONCEPT>
This durable, comfortable and stretchy pant can 
be used in combination with our adventure bike 
shorts for your biking adventures.  

FABRICS>
Made of mesh-effect two-way-stretch fabric to 
provide maximum freedom of movement and 
excellent breathability. Bodyfit Pro Adventure seat 
pad.

FEATURES>
Logo elastic waistband.
Designed to be able to be worn under the 
adventure bike shorts.
Washing bag.

CONCEPT>
This durable, comfortable and stretchy women’s 
pant can be used in combination with our 
adventure bike shorts for your biking adventures.  

FABRICS>
Made of mesh-effect two-way-stretch fabric to 
provide maximum freedom of movement and 
excellent breathability. Bodyfit Pro Adventure seat 
pad.

FEATURES>
Logo elastic waistband.
Designed to be able to be worn under the 
adventure bike shorts.
Washing bag.
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2500732

2500784

KARPOS
NECK WAMER LIGHT

KARPOS
HEADBAND

002

168 181 314

182 403

FABRICS

FABRICS

SIZE_UNISIZE

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

100% POLIESTERE

LYCRA®

SIZE_UNISIZE
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FEATURES>
Lightweight, versatile piece that can be used 
as a neck warmer, cap, bandana, balaclava or 
headband.

CONCEPT>
Headband perfect for any summer activity.

FABRICS>
Made of stretchy, breathable fabric with an inside 
lining that absorbs moisture and keeps your 
forehead dry.

FEATURES>
Highly breathable and quick-drying mesh inside. 
Logo printed on outside.
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2500794

2500795

RAPID 
GLOVE

RAPID 
1/2 FINGERS GLOVE

168

168

314

314

FABRICS

FABRICS

SIZE_XS- 2XL

SIZE_XS- 2XL

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

 KOOL MESH

 KOOL MESH

151
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CONCEPT>
Lightweight, highly breathable and durable glove, 
ideal for technical mountain biking.

CONCEPT>
Lightweight, highly breathable and durable long 
glove, ideal for technical mountain biking.

FABRICS>
Made with highly breathable, lightweight and 
durable fabrics.

FABRICS>
Made with highly breathable, lightweight and 
durable fabrics.

FEATURES>
Back in mesh with Karpos printed in silicone. 
Silicone on palm. 
Perforated palm for greater breathability. 
Ultrasuede® reinforcement between thumb and 
index finger. 
Elastic cuff at wrist.

FEATURES>
Back in mesh with Karpos printed in silicone. 
Additional protection on index and middle fingers. 
Touchscreen insert on thumb. 
Silicone on palm. 
Perforated palm for greater breathability. 
Ultrasuede® reinforcement between thumb and 
index finger. 
Elastic cuff at wrist.
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2500798

2500799

2500809

KARPOS
ARM WARMERS

KARPOS
LEG WARMERS

KARPOS
BELT

187

187

168 314 409 634

181

181

FABRICS

FABRICS

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

THERMODRYTEX PLUS

THERMODRYTEX PLUS

SIZE_S- XL

SIZE_S- XL

SIZE_S/M 120cm - L/XL 140 cm
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CONCEPT>
Arm warmer for mountain biking in cool 
temperatures. Easy to stash in your backpack.

FABRICS>
High-stretch, breathable fabric, lightly brushed 
inside.

FEATURES>
Made with four-needle stitching. 
Silicone elastic at top for excellent grip. 
Reflective detailing on back. 
Logo printed on front.

CONCEPT>
Leg warmer for mountain biking in cool 
temperatures. Easy to stash in your backpack.

FABRICS>
High-stretch, breathable fabric, lightly brushed 
inside.

FEATURES>
Made with four-needle stitching. 
Breathable stretch-mesh insert behind knee for 
increased freedom of movement on the bike. 
Zip at bottom to allow you to put on and take off 
the leg warmer over your shoe. 
Silicone elastic at top for excellent grip. 
Reflective detailing on back. 
Logo printed on front.
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SIZE CHART

DISTRIBUTORS

44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
38 40 42 44 46 48 50 53 54
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44
44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

I
E
F
UK
D

76 80 84 88 92 96 101 106 111

90 94 98 102 106 110 113 116 119

PANTS MAN

WAIST

HIPS

REGULAR SLIMLOOSE

FIT RANGE
38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48
34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

I
E
F
UK
D

38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88

86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114

WAIST

HIPS

PANTS WOMAN

WAIST

CHEST
CHEST

WAIST

HIPS HIPS

44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

88 92 96 100               106               112               118

                    79                  84          88                 94                100               106cm

cm

38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

XS S M L XL XXL

MAN

WOMAN

CHEST

CHEST

XS         S                            M                   L                        XL                 XXL

6        7                          8                  9                     10                  11

     <17cm     17-20 cm    20-23 cm    23-25 cm    25-27 cm    >27 cm

INCH SIZE

PALM
CIRCUMFERENCE

GLOVE

Austria
MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GmbH
T.+49 (0)8031 2360803
vertrieb@mvc46.eu

Benelux
Pom Import SCRL
Jacques IRGEL
jacques@pom-import.be
T.+ 32 475 44 01 77

Canada
MV CANADA Inc.
T: +1 514.405.5359
mvcanada_service@mvc46.eu
www.sportful.com

Czech Republic
ID SPORT S.R.O.
T. +420 607 562 626. 
info@idsport.cz
www.sportful.cz

France
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.p.a
via G. Marconi, 81/83
32030 Fonzaso (BL) - Italy
T. +39 0439 5711
sportful@sportful.com

Germany
MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GmbH
T.+49 (0)8031 2360803
vertrieb@mvc46.eu

Italy
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.p.a
Via Marconi 81/83
32030 Fonzaso (BL)
T. +39 0439 5711
F. +39 0439 56436
sportful@sportful.com
www.sportful.com/karpos

Norway
OUTDOOR AS
T: +47 66 90 76 80
post@outdoor.no

Slovakia
DAVORIN S.R.O.
T. +421 905 503997
office@davorin.sk
www.davorin.sk 

Slovenija
BORA D.O.O
T. +386 56404208
info@bora.sl 

South Korea
YG INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
T +82/29031355
www.karpos.co.kr

Spain
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON SPAIN
T. +34 972 253 356
M. +34 639 204 523
m.caselli@sportful.com 

Switzerland
NEW ROCK S.A.
T. +41 91 935 14 00
info@newrocksport.ch

153
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POLARTEC® Alpha 

POLARTEC™ DELTA

POLARTEC® POWER DRY®

PRIMALOFT® GOLD 

PRIMALOFT® SILVER

PRIMALOFT® SILVER ACTIVE

PERTEX® Microlight

DYNEEMA®

KOOL MESH

KORTEC

K-Dry

K-HARDTEC

K-SENSE

K-SENSE PLUS

K-SHELL

K-STRETCH

K-STRETCH PLUS

THERMO FLEECE

BODYFIT PRO ADVENTURE
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Polartec® Alpha® is the latest evolution of synthetic insulation offering a rare combination of lightweight 
warmth and true breathability in a “puffy” style garment. Alpha® creates insulating loft but does not require 
down proof fabrics, allowing a sandwich construction with mesh and breathable fabrics for performance that’s 
not available in traditional insulation.

Polartec Delta™ fabrics sit in the sweet spot or Goldilocks zone between cotton and polyester. They exhibit 
a comfortable cooling pattern similar to cotton, but act more like polyester for dry times and maintaining 
breathability when wet. 

Highly breathable fabric that is comfortable against the skin and ensures warmth without weight. Keeps the skin 
dry and also dries quickly on the outside.

The highest performing insulation on the market for warmth, water resistance, softness and compressibility. 
PrimaLoft® Gold is an ultra-fine microfiber insulation that is as warm, soft and lightweight, and is warmer wet 
or dry than all other insulations.
Primaloft Silver is a synthetic insulation with very high loft and excellent thermal properties.  It offers a very 
high warmth to weight ratio, it is very supple and extremely packable.  Its insulation capacity and its highly water 
resistance keep the wearer warm even in wet conditions.  Comfort and thermoregulation are enhanced by its 
high level of breathability.  We have selected Primaloft Silver because it is well suited for the changing weather 
conditions of the outdoors. 

lntroducing breathable insulation for active lifestyles. Specifically designed to resist migration. the permanent 
water-repellent  ultra-fine fibers in Primaloft® Silver lnsulation Active deliver exceptional softness. warmth and 
loft. along with superior water resistance. This highly-breathable insulation doesn’t limit fabric choices. comfort 
levels or seasons.

Lightweight, durable shell fabric that is abrasion resistant, windproof and has a soft feel. Breathable and water 
resistance for increased comfort and protection outdoors.

High-density polyethylene sewing thread. Lightweight and with extremely high tensile, torsional and bending 
strength. Dyneema® is a registered trademark of DSM.

Used for the liner in our baggy shorts, our Kool Mesh keeps you cool and comfortable with just the right amount 
of compression.

Two-way-stretch fabric in reinforced ripstop Cordura®; lightweight, very strong and breathable; ideal for 
reinforcements.

The K- Dry family of fabrics are developed to offer protection from wind, rain and wet snow. Different features 
include lightweight, abrasion resistance, compactability and breathability.

Particularly comfortable, compact and durable fabric for jerseys that stands up to the most challenging tests, 
such as contact with rocks or Velcro. The ultimate in durability.

Soft to the touch and highly elastic to allow full freedom of movement, these fabrics are characterized by their 
light weight, durability, high breathability and rapid drying.

The technological evolution of fabrics that feel soft on the skin and stretch to allow free movement, and are 
characterised by a different warp, lightness, strength, high breathability and quick drying.

A family of tightly woven and stretchy fabrics that offer a high degree of protection from the elements. Depending 
on their structure, these lightweight and extremely durable fabrics supply sufficient insulation, excellent wind 
resistance, water repellency or rapid drying, without sacrificing breathability and freedom of movement.

Family of fabrics that are extremely lightweight, durable and stretchy and that provide a high degree of airflow 
and moisture wicking despite being resistant to wind and water. Lightweight protection to ensure comfort during 
physical activity.
A revolutionary fabric with an innovative structure: two yarns, one Nylon® and one Cordura®, with different 
cross sections, are threaded together to form seamless raised bands that provide protection, elasticity and 
breathability. This is a new frontier of design, a leap forward that joins technology and fantasy to create the 
product of the future

Fleece offers one of the best weight to warmth ratios. Our different Thermo Fleec fabrics have varying wieghts 
but all have great warmth, durability and comfort. Can be used for an outer layer or as a mid insulation layer in 
more severe winter conditions.

Developed for a more upright riding position and occasional walking for our Adventure Bike line, this pad 
features infinitely variable thickness that puts 13mm of foam under your sit bones but almost no padding along 
the front and wings, making it ideal while on the bike but less noticeable when off the bike.
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POP PROGRAM
KARPOS 
STORE FLAG 

KARPOS 
SMALL STICKER

KARPOS PVC
SQUADRE DISPLAY 

KARPOS PVC
DISPLAY 

KARPOS 
MEDIUM STICKER

KARPOS 
LARGE STICKER

KARPOS 
AGENDA MEMO

KARPOS 
PENCIL

JACKET
HANGER

KARPOS
PAPER BAG

KARPOS
MEDIUM
PAPER BAG

PANT
HANGER

4100231

4100094

4100263

4100316

4100095 4100096

4100317

4100363

4100293

4100256

4100279

4100294

OUTDOOREXPERIENCEFROM

OUTDOOREXPERIENCEFROM

40x200 cm

002

KARPOS
CUBE

KARPOS
INSTORE
BANNER4100362
4100361001     30x30x30 CM

 30x37h  CM

001   

001

001

001

001

5X6 cm

001       20X24 CM

001       60X24 CM

001

001

001       10X15CM

35X200 CM

001        54X50 CM

001      32X40 CM

002

FRONT

FRONT

BACK

SLATWALL

KARPOS 
SAMPLE BAG

POUF KARPOS

KARPOS 
DEMO FLAG 

KARPOS
CAP

4100297

4100333

4100097

4100321

80X500 cm

KARPOS 
TNT BANNER
4100230
001    300x80 CM

001

002

001

001
Special thanks to:
Ph.: Raphaël Fourau - Paolo Meitre Libertini - Manrico Dell’Agnola - Gaetano Caberlotto - Thomas Grüner - Christof Ursch

Manifattura Valcismon S.p.A.
via Guglielmo Marconi, 81/83 | 32030 Fonzaso (BL) | Tel. +39 0439 5711 | Fax +39 0439 56436 | sportful.com

KARPOS USB
PITON
4100264
094

KARPOS
COTTON MUSETTE
4100344
001

KARPOS
SQUARE WOODEN
4100343
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2500780FONZASO WALL
HOODIE

316 324

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED

088
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CONCEPT>
Hoodie with Karpos style. Perfect for after-sports 
or casual wear. Comfortable enough to wear 
every day.

FABRICS>
Hoodie made with 100% brushed cotton. Garment 
dyed with faded effect.

FEATURES>
Embroidery and print on front. 
Kangaroo pockets. 
Hood with draw cord. 
Rib knit at bottom and on sleeve cuffs.
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2500796 FALCHI L/S
T-SHIRT

088

384 420

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED

159
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CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable long-sleeve T-shirt for 
after-sports or casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% cotton T-shirt. Garment dyed with faded 
effect.

FEATURES>
Raised logo on front and back. 
Sweatband on collar.
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2500785IGNE WALL
T-SHIRT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED
715

311 324

2500782FONZASO WALL
T-SHIRT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_S- 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED

819

379 783 088
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CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable T-shirt for after-sports or 
casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% cotton T-shirt. Garment dyed with faded 
effect.

FEATURES>
Printed front with raised logo. 
Sweatband on collar.

CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable T-shirt for after-sports or 
casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% shot cotton T-shirt. Garment dyed with 
faded effect.

FEATURES>
Printed and embroidered logo on front. 
Sweatband on collar. 
Raw-cut sleeve ends and collar.
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2500790 LASTE WALL
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 56

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON 

088

108 316

161
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CONCEPT>
Attractively designed pant for after-sports or 
casual wear.

FABRICS>
Printed cotton gabardine pant. Garment dyed.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with zippered fly and button 
closure. 
Belt loops. 
Open front pockets with small coin pocket. 
Open patch pockets on back. 
Contrast stitching.
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2500792LASTE WALL
BERMUDA

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_44 - 56

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON

108

311 411 715
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CONCEPT>
Attractively designed Bermuda short for after-
sports or casual wear.

FABRICS>
Printed cotton gabardine short. Garment dyed.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with zippered fly and button 
closure. 
Belt loops. 
Open front pockets with small coin pocket. 
Welt pockets on back. 
Contrast stitching.
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2500793 ERTO WALL
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_LOOSE SIZE_44 - 56

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

311

411 715

COTTON

163
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CONCEPT>
Pant ideal for rock climbing thanks to its relaxed 
fit. Also perfect for casual wear.

FABRICS>
Pant in satin-weave cotton. Garment dyed.

FEATURES>
Elastic waistband with zippered fly and button 
closure. 
Belt loops. 
Open front pockets designed for use with climbing 
harness. 
Patch pockets on back. 
Insert at crotch for increased ease of movement. 
Draw cord at bottom of legs. 
Contrast stitching.
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2500781 FONZASO WALL W
HOODIE

088

411 629

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED

165
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CONCEPT>
Hoodie with Karpos style. Perfect for after-sports 
or casual wear. Comfortable enough to wear 
every day.

FABRICS>
Hoodie made with 100% brushed cotton. Garment 
dyed with faded effect.

FEATURES>
Embroidery and print on front. 
Kangaroo pockets. 
Hood with draw cord. 
Rib knit at bottom and on sleeve cuffs.
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2500788ERTO WALL W
DRESS

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED

324

541 783
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CONCEPT>
Dress for outdoor or casual wear, offering 
outstanding comfort and freedom of movement.

FABRICS>
100% cotton dress. Garment dyed with faded 
effect.

FEATURES>
Rib-knit trim on collar, armholes and bottom of 
bodice. 
Open pockets on front with trim. 
Draw cord at waist. 
Round scoop neck. 
Length above the knee.
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2500797

2500786

FALCHI W 
L/S T-SHIRT

IGNE WALL W
T-SHIRT

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR

FIT_REGULAR

SIZE_XS - 2XL

SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:

INSULATION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WATER  PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

WIND PROTECTION:

BREATHABILITY:

BREATHABILITY:

PACKABLE:

PACKABLE:

COTTON FADED

COTTON FADED

715

379

316

393

629

629

167
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CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable long-sleeve T-shirt for 
after-sports or casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% cotton T-shirt. Garment dyed with faded 
effect.

FEATURES>
Raised logo on front and back. 
Sweatband on collar.

CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable T-shirt for after-sports or 
casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% cotton T-shirt. Garment dyed with faded 
effect.

FEATURES>
Raised logo on front and back. 
Sweatband on collar. 
Round neck.
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2500787ERTO WALL  W
TANK

393

629 783

COTTON
FABRICS

FIT_SLIM SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:
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CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable tank top for after-sports 
or casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% shot cotton tank top. Garment dyed with 
faded effect.

FEATURES>
Narrow shoulder straps. 
Raised logo on front. 
Rib knit at bottom.
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2500783 FONZASO WALL W
T-SHIRT

088

411 541

COTTON
FABRICS

FIT_REGULAR SIZE_XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

169
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CONCEPT>
Extremely comfortable T-shirt for after-sports or 
casual wear.

FABRICS>
100% shot cotton T-shirt. Garment dyed with 
faded effect.

FEATURES>
Printed and embroidered logo on front. 
Sweatband on collar. 
Raw-cut sleeve ends and collar.
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2500791LASTE WALL W
PANT

FABRICS

FIT_LOOSE SIZE_38 - 52

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
PACKABLE:

COTTON 

088

311 541

108
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CONCEPT>
Soft, comfortable and attractively designed pant 
for outdoor activities or casual wear.

FABRICS>
Cotton gabardine pant. Garment dyed.

FEATURES>
Printed gabardine inserts on pockets and at waist 
on back. 
Rib-knit waistband with draw cord. 
Open pockets with rib-knit trim. 
Rib knit at bottom of legs.
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